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MOTIVATION

THEY SAYTHEY SAY

Liquidity Gap? – Enter Crowdfunding

E i th l t d d th h lth i t f

STATISTICS

Economic growth reveals a great dependency on the healthy environment for 
promoting small firms, as they guarantee a very significant fraction of overall 
employment and Gross Domestic Product (e.g., Ley and Weaven 2011).

This is confirmed for example in the Portuguese economic reality and data from 
PORDATA, where in 2009 over 95% of non-financial companies had less than 
10 employees10 employees.
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IMPACT ON ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Seven key success factors for Entrepreneurship

Seven factors impacted upon by Crowdfunding

Product features, 
segmentation, demand

Available with use of 
Crowdfunding?

Widely available to 
Entrepreneur?

Critical to 
Entrepreneur?Description

Model validation

Factor

Pre-sales + pre-ordering. 
Minimum order quantitiesPre-sales

Avoiding equity dilution and 
keeping control

Equity dilution 
avoidance p g

User role participation in 
entrepreneurial ventureActive user role

Ability to innovateInnovation

Ability to promote and 
market at low cost

Promotion and 
marketing

Ability to define optimal 
i i t tPricing pricing strategyg



1. EARLY MODEL VALIDATION
THEORY CROWDFUNDING EFFECT

Fail early
Fail often
Fail cheaply

“Crowdfunding… creating a market for the most 
salient asset available to aspiring new artists - their 
ideas, vision, and future intellectual property - thereby 
facilitating financing from distant strangers

The tennis player analogy

The Lean Start-up 

facilitating financing from distant strangers. 

Thus, crowdfunding may help reduce an important 
market failure” (Agrawal et al. 2011).

EXAMPLES

movement:

“Frequent iterations of theFrequent iterations of the 
business model, product 
design and overall strategy 
with low-cost techniques 
and early on in the 
enterprise lifetime $50 000

banda portuguesa
Windowfarms – from $50 000 to $200 000



2. PRE-SALES AND PRE-ORDER
THEORY CROWDFUNDING EFFECT

Pre-ordering:

• Minimum critical mass

“crowdfunding mechanism... execute pre-sales to 
achieve a minimum efficient scale of operation prior to 
comitting any funds to the cause”.

• Minimum critical mass
• Lower financial risk
• Demand test

Producers of “Hidden Radio” pre-determined demand 
from 5 358 clients and are now investing in capacity.

EXAMPLES

Pre-ordering + pricing 
strategy:

• Advance demand• Advance demand 
information

• Price discrimination

eMAKER Huxley 3D printer kits Hidden Radio & Bluetooth Speaker



3. EQUITY & CONTROL DILUTION
THEORY CROWDFUNDING EFFECT

Each round of finance valuation of the company
150 small firm owner face-to-
face interviews: 

“Firms with access to a

Each round of finance - valuation of the company. 
Share price increases with the value of these valuations. 

It is in an entrepreneur’s interest to seek investment from 
“Firms with access to a 
greater variety of sources of 
funding may perform 
better” (Smith 1999).

p
different investors, willing to value and pay the new 
share price. 

Sell fewer shares and raise financing in more

EXAMPLES

( )

Founder’s dilution: 
Investor anti dilution

Sell fewer shares and raise financing in more 
favourable terms.

EXAMPLES• Investor anti-dilution 
clauses 

• VC non-dilutable options
• Higher price of finance £300 000 – 162 investors – 9% equityg p

today. £ 1 million in 1 month

€100 000 372 in estors 1% eq it€100 000 – 372 investors – 1% equity



4. NEW USER ROLES
THEORY CROWDFUNDING EFFECT

The users, through their decision making, influence and 
financial support become key factors in the successful 
delivery of the final offering...

Ordanini et al (2010):
• Functional School 

(1970’s)
• add User innovation

…with crowdfunding the user participates, designs, 
develops and funds

• add User innovation 
(1980’s)

• add Co-producers 
(1990’s)

EXAMPLES

• add Co-creation 
(2000’s)

• add Prosumer 
(2010’s)(2010 s)

• add Funder 
(2010’s) user innovation, design, 

development and funding

Public Enemy’s album “Thank You”
Crowdfunded and some tracks voted on



5. CROWDFUNDING INNOVATION
THEORY CROWDFUNDING EFFECT

Scott (2011) 
Stimuli to convey innovation:
• Questioning
• Networking

Crowdfunding provides a means to explore the approaches 
that gather the right stimuli to enable these connections

Networking
• Observing
• Experimenting

…Steady supply of idea flow with collective improvement 
and scalability of impact through increased connectedness 
and absence of barriers to the flow of resources, funds and 
capabilities

EXAMPLES

Freire (2000)
Obstacles are the 
perceptions of the 
entrepreneur:

capabilities. 

EXAMPLESentrepreneur:
• Risk
• Capital scarcity
• Personal inadequacy

C titi
It will help people get out of poverty, 

• Competition
• Status quo
• Fear of failure
• Other myths

scientific research - crowdfunded

breathe clean indoor air, get better 
school results and much more

Other myths



6. PROMOTION & MARKETING
THEORY CROWDFUNDING EFFECT

Marketing spending is 
critical, however tight 

marketing as a multi-faceted social engagement in a 
strategic continuum beginning from the very first steps.

A critical contribution was the strong support fromg
financial constraints leave 
very little investment to
service this strategy.

A critical contribution was the strong support from 
other media forms that were attracted by their 
participation in Crowdfunding

EXAMPLES

…vicious cycle in which 
smaller revenues provoke 
cuts in promoting sales, 
which in turn lead to 
decreased revenues Formiga Juju na Cidade das Papaias

Project featured in TV Magazines Radio Featured in:Project featured in TV, Magazines, Radio
attracted support from 

Private Institutions and NGO’s
• Fast Company
• Gizmodo
• Forbes
• Inhabitat



7. PRICING DETERMINATION
THEORY CROWDFUNDING EFFECT

Key factors to determine 
pricing strategy:

Crowdfunding is a relevant tool to extract key 
information from the market regarding some of the 
critical factors affecting a pricing strategy. 

• Pricing affects demand
• Competition
• Willingness to pay

…determination of many of the factors listed above 
and the testing of the objectives set with the pricing 
strategy.

EXAMPLES

• Legal requirements
• Maximization of profit?
• Revenue maximization?
• Economies of scale?Economies of scale?

Cost plus margin? 
Value based pricing? 
P i i i ? Tested price discounts for largePerception pricing? 
Price discrimination?

Tested price discounts for large 
quantities – promoted bulk buy

Formiga Juju na Cidade das Papaias
Determined price and demand for digital 

versions of the book Vs Physical or 
Luxury copies



CONCLUDING REMARKS

Crowdfunding has a critical role to play in the 
promotion of entrepreneurship and the tool is set to 
change the way we see finance and the involvement ofchange the way we see finance and the involvement of 
consumers and investors today. The impact is very 
significant which is why it led president Barack Obama 
to sign Crowdfunding and the JOBS Act into law.

Collective finance through social networking has an 
important role in our current society already, and 
crowdfunding can become the privileged solution for c o d u d g ca beco e t e p eged so ut o o
seed, pre-seed and even mid-stage entrepreneurial 
endeavours. 



LIMITATIONS

Crowdfunding is as yet to be fully researched and understood, it

presents relevant risks and requires at best some standardization and

criteria for evaluating a platform’s performance and ideally some form ofcriteria for evaluating a platform s performance and ideally some form of

regulation, common across nations, to guarantee investor protection,

intellectual property rights, prevent online piracy and other illegalities

such as money laundering.
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CROWDFUNDING: 

A real added-value support service for entrepreneurs!A real added value support service for entrepreneurs!


